ABSTRACT. This paper surveys the origin and development of what has come to be known as "prophet inequalities" in optimal stopping theory. Included is a review of all published work to date on these problems, in cl uding extensions and variations, descriptions and examples of the main proof techniques, and a list of a number of basic open problems.
Introduction
The Illain purpose of this paper is to provide a brief survey of what has CODle to be known as "prophet inequalities" or ~~prophet problerns" in the theory of optirnal stopping. rrhis survpy includes surnrnaries of the basic results, subse quent extensioIls and variations of these results, Blain proof tools and techniques (with concrete exarllples), a,ad a list of open problenls.
Although the terrIl "prophet" has been used in other rnathernatical and proba bilistic contexts, the expression "prophet inequality" in optirnal stopping theory is generally associated with the following problern. Given a class C of sequences of integrable randolll variables X == (Xl, X2,"')' find universal inequalities valid for all X in C which cornpare the expected suprerllUrl1 of the sequence with the optirnal stopping value of the sequence. That is, if M denotes the expected suprernurll 192 THEODORE P. HILL AND ROBERT P. KERTZ and V denotes the optimal-stopping value (over the set T = T(X) of stop rules for }() v = V(X) = sup EXt tET then a prophet inequality for a class C is an inequality in M and V which is valid for all sequences Xin C. The term "prophet" arises from the optimal-stopping interpretation of M, which is the optimal expected return of a player endowed with complete foresight, who observes the sequence Xl, X 2 , .
•. and may stop whenever he pleases, thereby incurring a reward equal to the variable at the time of stopping. With complete foresight (or inside information, or equivalently, the ability to return to previously observed values), such a player obviously stops always with the largest values, and wins on the average M, which is at least as large as the optimal return V of the non-prophet player (i.e., M ~ V).
Although there have been many comparisons of M and V for fixed distri butions X, apparently the first universal inequality for a large natural class of random variables is the following now-classical result of Krengel, Sucheston and Garling [49, 50] which has directly or indirectly inspired most of the results rnentioned in this paper.
If "\"'1, X 2 , ... are independent and 2 0, then
and the bound ~~2" is sharp.
In other words, if C is the cla..,;s of sequences of indepeuclent non negative randorn variables, then
;'<EC V(X)
T'his result is l)oth surprising and elegant; it says that a player with conlplete foresight rnay IH\,ver win rnore, on the average, than twice that of au ordina..ry garnbler when Se(IlH~Iltially observing and stopping along a sequence of indepell dent nonnegative randc)Jn variables. inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) both follow easily from (1.3). Analogous inequali ties for a variety of other classes C (e.g., arbitrarily-dep endent and uniforrnly bounded, Li.d., averages of independent r.v.'s, exchangeable r.v.'s etc.) as well as for a variety of other stopping options (e.g., stopping with partial recall, stop ping several times, using only threshold stopping rules, etc.) have been found in recent years, and will be summarized in Sections 2 and 3 below.
Applications of prophet inequalities have been mainly to other problems in optimal stopping theory. The classical inequality (1.1) was orginally discovered by Krengel and Sucheston [50] in their study of semiamarts (processes i satisfy ing SUPt EXt < (0), and (1.1) implied a representation theorem for semiamarts, namely, a nonnegative independent sequence Xl, X 2 , • .
• is a semiamart if and only if E(SliPn X n ) < 00.
An application of (1.1) for order---selection problems is the following (cf. Hill [26] For what type of distributions does the prophet do best possible? These extrernal distributions have been found [35] ; for exarnple, for °< 1,' < 1, V == 3: and 
and if XTn -1 == 0, then T'his process is a rnartingale. Indeed, t:he inequalities (2.2) "(2.6) are sharp for rnartingales, and for Markov chains. For details OIl these results, see [8, 20, 35, 45] . H,ecently, it has been observed [38, 39] that for the class of sequences [58] .
Variations on these classes of sequences give classes with advantage to the prophet strictly between the independent r.v. case and the martingale case. For example, for p > 1 and any martingale There are now several different proofs of the prophet inequalities (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) for the class of independent r.v.'s [4, 26, 32, 33, 41, 50] , and also a verification of which distributions can be extrenlal [48] . There are other classes of distributions which give SOllle prophet inequalities with universal constants which are close to those of the independent case. These include a class of discountecl independent r. v. 's [7] ; classes of averages and weighted Sluns of independent r. v. 1 S [11, 27, 49 , 50]; a class of finite sequences of exchangeable r.v.'s [21, 22] ~ a class of negatively dependent r.v. 's [53, 54, 57] ; and the class of positive parts of surns of Li.d. r.v.'s having rnean zero [47] .
If the class of r.v. 's is not only independent, but also identically distributed, then the prophet's advantage decreases. This was shown in [34, 43] , w h(~re specific universal constants and boundary curves for the prophet regions are given via irnplicit equations which allow ruunerical calculations, with lower values than in the independent case.
VARIATIONS ON THE PROPHET-GAMBLER COMPARISON
Changes in the stopping options, changes in the underlying process struct ure 1 and changes in the optiIuization criteria have led to other natural prophet in equalities which give insights into the original prophet inequalities (1.1), (1.2)1 and (1.3).
Sarnuel-Cahn [55, 57] has shown that the prophet inequalities (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) hold even if the gambler is restricted to choose froIn a srnaller collection of stop rules. If one defines a pure threshold stop rule t (c) by t (c) = rnin{I ~ j < n : X j 2: c} if this set is nonempty, and = n otherwise, for SOIne constant I$)6 THEODORE P. HILL AND ROBERT P. KERTZ C, and denotes Vo = Vo(X1, ••. ,Xn) = sUPc>o E(Xt(c)), then by using a median constant m of the distribution of maxj~n Xj, she showed that for the class of nonnegative independent r.v.'s Xl,"" X n ,
This gives an additional verification of the prophet inequality (1. This result has been applied to give expectation based prophet inequalities in [19, 23, 25, 46] .
TECHNIQUES AND METHODS OF PROOF
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe sorne of the va,rious aIlalyticaL probabilistic and algebraic tools which have proved useful in establishing prophet inequalities sinlilar to (1.1)-(1.3).
Classical optimal-stopping theory. Many of the basic ideas in optiIllal stopping (see especially Chow, Robbins and Siegmund [12] ) are llsed repeatedly throughout the study of prophet inequalities. For exanlple, the basic backward induction principle used to explicitly calculate V says that, given the process has not been stopped before time j, it is optimal to stop at tirne j if and only if X j is at least as much as the conditional value V (Xj +1, ... lXI, ... , Xj) frorn tilHe j + 1 on, given X1, ... ,X j , where V(Xj+I, ... IXI, ... ,Xj ) = esssup{E(XtIXl , ... , 
This lernrna, which is a special case of the fact that X is a balayage of Y if and only if X is convexly donlinated by Y (which is also equivalent to the pair (Y~ X) being rnartingalizable)~ can be used to establish inequalities of the form (1.1) extremal" than the independent sequence Xl, ... , X j , •.• , since V for both se quences is the same, but by Lemma 4.1 (ii),
The simplest example is for a finite sequence Xl, ... , X n of independent r.v. 's taking values in [a, b] . Since (by backward induction above), V depends on X n only through its expectation EX n , replacing X n by the two-valued r.v. (with strict inequality if not all Xi identically 0). Now
and strict inequality follows if either Xl or one of X2, ... ,"\n is not identically O. The last inequality follows frOlIl (4.1).
Conditioning. Another way to restrict a given class C to a slnaller cla.ss C is through conditioning. For exanlple, conditioning on X 1 yields and so for many classes C, Xl may be replaced by a (worst-case) constant Xl resulting in a more extremal distribution. In the case of an inequality like (1.2), this says
Observe that to obtain M, any of the r.v.'s X j may be conditioned on, whereas
for V, in general it is not true that V is the conditional expectation of V given X j for j > 1, since given that X j is a constant Xj "gives information about the future." In some cases in a proper setting one can condition on "interior" 
Dubins and Pitman [20] 
OPEN PROBLEMS
A rnunber of basic anel interesting prophet questions rernain open. In the following inequalities, the sharp universal constants {k i } and functions {rPi} are unknown (although sorne l)ounds, e.g., k 1 :::; 2, are known in special cases).
R,ecall that V = V (X) is the optirnal value of X to a player free to select the stop rule orlly, W = W(X) is the optiIual value to a player free to select both
